Does it compare to that really really huge one from a few weeks ago? 😊😊

Givling that really really huge one was a total mistake and won’t happen again. 😊 😊

Givling it was like a bank error in our favor, a la Monopoly. So glad I bought that day 😊 😊 😊

Givling it’s our big Bear Paws and the tiny keyboards that don’t mix well. We need a Bear sized keyboard! 😜 😊 😊 😊

Givling wow which one was this?! What did I miss?

Givling It was 2.5M QP’s when it should have been 250K. 😳 😳 😳

Givling I didn’t even realize that! I received this bonus but read that number wrong 😃 😏 😏. Either way thanks lol 😊 😝 😝 🤯